
 

 

                        Pricing 14th January 2019 

                   PHOTO RESTORATION  

                                             

The prices below are guidelines.  When a price is specified, it is on inspection and 

discussion with you that a final price is given.  Most restorations fall into the $55 to $95 

range.  The high quality resolution scan is included in the pricing.  Levels 1-3 come with a 

complimentary premium glossy, archival quality pigment based art print up to 10x15cm.  

Larger prints incur a small additional cost.  A selection of quality archival fine art papers is 

available.  All prints are premium long life or museum quality art prints. 

* Retouching of Photographs is available – this includes enhancement of colour (not 

colourizing), contrast and brightness, minor sharpening of image, small minor blemishes 

removed. 

Prices from $45 - $50  (no restoration work) 

* Colourization or Colour Replacement - $55 to $70 (This is a timely process and 

depends on the numbers of colours and tonal quality required).  This is extra to any 

restoration work that may be required.  This process is carried out after restoration of the 

image which may fall into any of the levels below. 

L                

          LEVELS 
 

                          

                            DESCRIPTION 

 
Level 1  $55 - $75 

  Minor Damage 

 
A general improvement of your photograph – lessening or  

removal of some scratches, small spots and blemishes, minor  
creases and tears in non-essential areas (if larger marks are on  
face or part of the body is obscured, it is considered moderate  

damage).  Brightness, contrast and colour adjusted.  Curled  
edges repaired, cropping of edges if required. 

 



 

 

Level 2   $75 - $95 
  Moderate Damage 

 

A more in-depth restoration where damage doesn’t comprise the  
quality of the photograph.  Removal of medium size scratches, 
medium  spots and blemishes, minor cracks, slight crazing and 

 minor tears.  Minor reconstruction in non-essential areas if  
required.   Tone, brightness, contrast adjusted.  Minor fading and 

colour adjusted.  Minor mildew and minor silver mirroring.  (Major  
marks and staining/discolouration on faces or body is considered 
major damage). 

 

 

Level 3   $95 - $150 
  Major Damage 

 

Significantly damaged photographs.  Replacement of minor 
missing areas or reconstruction.  Combining or  

blending two photographs together.  Fading, medium  
discolouration, staining, spots or spotting throughout, silver 
 mirroring, photo in pieces or torn.   Broken glass with photo  

in pieces or pieces missing/ stuck to the glass.   Reconstruction  
due to mildew or mould infection (bad mildew or mould infection 

falls into extreme damage).  Old Photos, reconstruction of  
buildings, aircraft automobiles, boats, clothing etc. and objects 

requiring research.  Photographs produced by historical  
processing techniques more than 95 years old.  Photos from  
damaged negatives or photo proofs. ARTWORK - digitally  

cleaned – yellowing, stains, fading, mildew. 
 

 

Major and Extreme Damage 

* BE AWARE THE WORK REQUIRED WILL TAKE TIME TO COMPLETE AS EACH SECTION 

OF THE IMAGE IS WORKED THROUGH CAREFULLY AND IS A TIME CONSUMING 

PROCESS. 

Extreme Damage – pricing of assessment of photograph 

Major soiling, extreme crazing, flaking, major tears and pieces missing in essential areas, 

photograph in pieces.  Bad fading (BE AWARE NOT ALL FADED IMAGES CAN BE RETIREVED), 

major staining and spotting, badly water damaged, areas lifting or flaking away, areas 

yellowing .  Extreme mildew or mould infection and where reconstruction requires research 

and rebuilding from a composite.  

PLEASE NOTE:  Cases of extreme damage are estimated on an individual basis.  In cases of 

major and extreme damage, restorations my take considerable time, effort and skill to 

achieve a satisfactory result.  Rebuilding can only go so far and results of extremely 

damaged photographs may represent what was in the original image - EVERY EFFORT IS 

MADE TO COMPLETE THE RESTORTATION AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO THE ORIGINAL 

PHOTOGRAPH.   

TimeLens will always endeavour to restore a photograph.  If we feel that the 

photograph can’t be restored we will inform you of this at the time of assessment.  

 

 

  



Archiving and Scanning- Pricing 2019 

 

 

Have your important family, business, club collections, photographs, slides, personal 

documents, and certificates scanned as quality, high resolution images and digitalised to 

long life DVD disks or USB flash drives. 

All scanning is manual NOT automated and each item is individually scanned and edited on a 

high performance photo scanner.  No work is outsourced. 

All images are scanned as high resolution tiff files (lossless) then reduced to 700ppi and 

saved to your memory device as JPEG files.  Prices listed here do not include any restoration 

work on the images.  The only modification done to the image files are to negatives 

converted to a positive image before saving.  Unless otherwise requested by you.  All images 

are at the original size unless enlargement is requested 9this incurs a small charge of 25c 

per image). 

 

Included is: 

. image rotation 

. basic brightness adjusted on request 

. colour enhancement offered (and additional cost of $1.00 per image) 

. colour cast removal where possible and on request 

Pricing Rates 

Photo album Handling Fee $15 

Resizing of Images 25c per image 

Colour Cast Removal where possible 35c per image 

35mm slides - $2.20 per item (25 original items - $1.95ea, over 50 originals - $1.50ea, 

100+ $1.25ea, over 250 images 90c per image). 

Photographs (loose) - $1.75per item (25 original items - $1.50ea, over 50 – $1.25ea, 

100+ $1.00ea). Antique photographs $2.50ea (Ambrotype. Collodion Prints before 

1900, Tintype/Ferrotype, Early Albumen Prints).  If you require photographs A4 or 

larger scanned please let us know on inquiry as these require special handling. 



Negatives - $1.75 per item (25 or more items - $1.35ea, 50 or more items - $1.10ea, 

100+ $1.00ea). Glass negatives - $5.00ea 

All negatives must be in stripes not rolls.  If your negatives are buckled or curled a good 

scan may not be possible. 

Photographs in Albums - $2.20ea (over 25 items - $2.00ea ea, 50+ $1.50ea). 

Collage Boards – (a handling fee of $20 exists per board), with prices on inspection as 

these require special handling and manipulation in the scanning process. 

DVD Disc $8.50ea – these are archival quality disks and price includes case and artwork 

label.  Additional copies $8.00ea. USB flash drive price depends on memory storage 

capacity. 

What Does This Include? 

1.  Each item is saved in JPEG format, if you require TIFF format there is no 

extra charge, but you will need to request this prior to archiving. 

2.  The original materials are scanned at a high resolution then reduced to 
700ppi (slides and negatives at a very high resolution). If a higher resolution is 
required this must be requested prior to archiving.  Most photo printing locations 

accept 300 dpi.  Your images may have to be reduced in resolution by these 
locations. 

4.  The size of the saved image is determined by the original image and will not 

be resized unless requested. *Resizing incurs a cost of 35c per image. 

5.  The files are saved to a DVD disc or flash drive. 

6.  DVDs used are high quality archival discs, and the manufacturer states a life 
of 75+ years if cared for properly. 

 

What Is Not Included? 

A slide-show presentation is not included in the above. Restoration is not 
included, but brightness and contrast can be requested at a cost of 25c per 

image. 

Images are saved in JPEG format as this allows the maximum number of images 
to be saved and the fastest loading time. 

Original Disc Price - $8.50  USB flash drive prices are dependent on 

memory size. 

Additional copies: - $8 per DVD (Including paper sleeve and label) 

Flash Drive Storage $5 handling + price of the Flash Drve 

 

     

 



 Original Photographic Wall Art – limited edition 

                       

'Misty Day' - Triptych   Victoria Harbour (from the Peak) Hong Kong 

Pen and Ink Conversion - fine canvas 

 

            Photographic Wall Art    Original Copyright Photographic Artwork 

 

For a unique and distinctive statement.  Create a vibrant visual experience - at home, in the 

office, reception or corporate chambers.  TimeLens has an ever growing exciting range of 

original photographic wall art that suits all decors and stylistic requirements. 

 

Available as single prints, diptych or triptych sets.  Or create your own unique stylistic 

statement - mix and match from across all the collections and co-ordinate to suit your own 

concept or colour scheme.  A series of photographs can be adjusted to suit panoramic views. 

 

Our original copyright photographic artworks are produced in limited numbers.  You are one 

of a select few who own and display our art work.  All prints are signed and dated and every 

print is titled and numbered on the back.  Each photographic artwork is individually 

produced; turnaround time ranges from 9 working days for photographic prints up to 2 - 3 

weeks for canvas prints or framed works. 

Prices on Inquiry 


